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ABSTRACT: By means of in situ small/wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS) and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), we examined evolutions of lamellar crystal thickness for R and β crystals,
respectively, in bulk-crystallized syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) during the partial melting-reorganization
process upon progressive heating up to 290 �C. For the SAXS data analysis, the Kratky-Porod approxima-
tion proves to be particularly helpful in extracting the crystal thickness when approaching finalmelting where
crystalline lamellae (near equilibration with the melt) exist in low concentrations as dispersed entities instead
of in arrays. On the basis of the crystal thicknesses at elevated temperatures under solid-melt equilibration,
we constructedmelting lines of the two separate forms in theGibbs-Thomson phase plane. The extrapolated
(to infinite lamellar thickness) equilibrium melting temperature Tm,R* ≈ 294 �C of the R form is moderately
lower than Tm,β* ≈ 306 �C of the β form. The two melting lines intercept at a crossover temperature TQ ≈
284 �C and crystal thickness lQ ≈ 9.6 nm, where the relative thermal stability of the two phases inverses.
For crystals thicker than lQ (practically hard to reach for bulk crystallization under ambient pressure), the β
form is the stable phase; for crystals thinner than lQ (the commonly accessible case), the R form is
circumstantially more stable. With crystallinity-corrected values of the heat of fusion ΔHf,R ≈ 82 MJ m-3

and ΔHf,β ≈ 146MJ m-3 obtained from a combination of DSC andWAXS results, we determined from the
slope (= 2σe/ΔHf) of the melting line that basal surface energy σe,R ≈ 8.2 mJ m-2 and σe,β ≈ 26.8 mJ m-2,
which are considerably lower than those expected for tight folds, indicative of nonadjacently re-entered or
loosely looped folds. The combination of lower Tm*, ΔHf, ΔSf, and σe values renders the R phase highly
competitive in the rate of nucleation at low temperatures but much less so at high temperatures as compared
to the β phase. The higher σe,β value is also consistent with the observation that the β phase is more responsive
to externally added heterogeneous nucleation agents.

Introduction

Syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) has been extensively studied
since the first successful synthesis1 around 1985. For bulk-
crystallized sPS in the absence of a solvent, there are two main
polymorphs coined as R and β phases; both consist of all-trans
chains.2 TheRphase is composed of frustrated arrangement3with
azimuthal settings of hexagonal columns (“triplets”, each com-
prising three chains), hence trigonal (space groupP3) in structure,
forming a nine-chain unit cell of dimensions a= b= 2.626 nm,
c = 0.504 nm, and density F = 1.033 g cm-3 at room tempera-
ture. The β phase is more boardlike, orthorhombic (space group
P212121) in structure, and comprises four chains in a unit cell of
a=0.881 nm, b=2.882 nm, and c=0.506 nmwith F=1.067 g
cm-3. For the sake of simplicity, we have neglected subcategories
(R0, R0 0, β0, and β0 0) in which the presence of packing disorder is
further considered.2,4

In contrast to structural characteristics, understanding in
thermodynamic properties of the two phases, however, remains

unsatisfactory. In a number of studies5-11 devoted to deter-
mining the equilibrium melting temperatures (Tm*) for the R
and β phases of sPS, results are widely scattered due presum-
ably to the limitations of the adopted methodologies and/or
phase impurity. In the analysis of differential scanning calori-
metric (DSC) measurements, the often adopted Hoffman-
Weeks analysis (HW)12 and its nonlinear version proposed by
Marand et al. (nonlinear HW)13,14 are both based on Laur-
itzen-Hoffman theory, albeit with further simplifying as-
sumptions that are less than adequately justified.15 As shown
in Table 1, reported estimates for Tm* of the R phase ranged
from 273 to 298 �C whereas those of the β phase ranged from
279 to 320 �C. In one typical study, Ho et al.5 analyzed their
DSC results with both linear and nonlinear HW methods for
the Tm* values: HW-determined Tm* values were substantially
lower (by 23-29 �C) than those extracted with the nonlinear
HW method. We note that Alamo et al.16 have shown con-
clusively that the lamellar thickening coefficient exhibits sig-
nificant temperature dependence, in disfavor of the linear HW
analysis.*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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By use of the Gibbs-Thomson (GT) relation, Wang et al.7,8

extrapolated the respectiveTm* values of 281 and 293 �C for theR
and β phases of sPS from melting temperatures Tm and lamellar
crystalline thickness lc determined via DSC and SAXS, respec-
tively. However, the lc values were extracted from SAXS profiles
obtained either at room temperature (for theβ phase) or at 180 �C
(for the R phase), quite distant from the corresponding Tm

determined via DSC as the final melting temperature and hence
are inappropriate to represent for the thickened lamellae at Tm.
There are also reported Tm* values for sPS using samples of
unspecified phase or coexisting phases.10,11Althoughmore recent
high-temperature wide-angle X-ray scattering results have raised
the lower bound somewhat to 286 �C for the R phase and 280 �C
for the β phase,17 the range of uncertainty in Tm* is still
disturbingly large for each phase.

In addition, the popularly recognized estimate for the heat of
fusionΔHf = 8.6 kJ mol-1 at 100% crystallinity was determined
some 18 years ago18 without phase specification (as the poly-
morphic nature of sPS was yet unknown) via fitting of experi-
mentally determined melting temperature (Tm) in the presence of
diluents, with the Flory’s solution-based theory. With simulta-
neously determined bulk Tm of 269 �C, the corresponding
entropy of fusion was given as ΔSm = 16 J K-1 mol-1.18 A
separate estimate was ΔHf = 5.5 kJ mol-1 slightly later.19 These
ΔHf values were often adopted in subsequent studies7,8,20 by
assuming its applicability to both the R and β phases, which is
certainly questionable in view of the significant difference (>3%)
in density. In fact, the density of the R phase is even lower than
that of the amorphous phase (F ≈ 1.04 g mL-1) at room
temperature, leading to the re-entrant behavior in the pres-
sure-temperature phase diagram.21

In spite of uncertainties in the exact values of Tm*, it is
generally believed2 that, although R crystals are often higher in
Tm, their extrapolatedTm* value (via either theHoffman-Weeks
plot12 or the more sophisticated version of Marand et al.13,14) is
lower than that of the β phase; i.e., the β phase is thermodyna-
mically the stable phase for thick crystals at elevated tempera-
tures. Considering circumstantial metastability22 with effects
from lc incorporated, Ho et al.5,23 constructed a relative phase
stability diagram for the two phases in the Tm-lc

-1 plane, where
the crossover point (TQ, lQ

-1) of the two schematic Gibbs-
Thomson (GT)melting lines signifies a stability inversion;based
onwhich the observedR-to-β transformation (considered not as a
traditional solid-solid transformation but rather through sur-
face reorganization in terms of a floating-chain picture) was
qualitatively explained. This conditional R-to-β transformation,
however, was not confirmed in subsequent wide-angle X-ray
scattering (WAXS) investigations17,24 in the temperature range
of 240-270 �C or even up to 286 �C. Apparently, reliable GT
lines for the two phases and hence quantitative information on
the crossover point (TQ, lQ

-1) are needed in clarifying these
results on the phase transformation.

The determination of GT lines for the R and β forms of sPS,
however, is not as trivial as it might first appear. There were
published attempts8,25 to give GT lines via a combination of
routine DSC analysis for Tm and a low (typically ambient)
temperature small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) for lc, but the
few data points were highly scattered and hence gave limited
confidence after long extrapolation. As we have briefly commen-
ted, previous attempts suffered ambiguities in analyzing the
polymer crystals with either a broad DSC endotherm or multiple
endotherms. While the simplified SAXS analysis gave only the
average lamellar thickness at a low temperature, the DSC-
determinedTm corresponded to either themelting of thin crystals
(if initial melting was used for determination of Tm) or to thick
lamellae (if the final melting maximum was taken as Tm). In this
type of approach, there are also kinetic effects from finite heating
rates5 that need to be corrected (but often omitted,7,8,25 as
uncertainties could sometimes further grow with this procedure).
To avoid such complications, Al-Hussein and Strobl15,26 recently
measured average lamellar crystal thickness for several semicrys-
talline polymers via SAXS with rising temperature at small
increments. In this improved approach with gradual temperature
rise, thin crystals either melt away or thicken into crystals of a
narrower distribution that approach solid-melt equilibration at
high temperatures; therefore, with crystals of a series of initial
crystal thicknesses, the high-temperature tails of the (generally
curved) T-lc

-1 trajectories converge into a straight envelope of
reliable Gibbs-Thomson line. A practical problem might arise
with typical in-house SAXS instruments though: the prolonged
high-temperature history due to long data acquisition periods
could lead to polymer degradation; this concern, however, is
easily avoidable in the case of high brilliance synchrotron-radia-
tion X-ray sources.

Here we report results of our recent efforts in thermodynamic
characterization of bulk-crystallized sPS by adopting the incre-
mental temperature scheme of Strobl15,26 but using synchrotron-
based, simultaneous SAXS/WAXS/DSC instead, which avoids
interferences from thermal degradation and, more importantly,
eliminates fundamental errors in correlating the average lamellar
thickness at a low temperature to DSC-determined Tm (with
complications from effects of partial melting or reorganization
processes during heating) in the earlier studies. We therefore
expect more accurate construction of GT lines in the Tm-lc

-1

plane for the R and β phases. In addition, we have used the
Kratky-Porod (KP) approximation27 in our SAXSdata analysis
to determine the crystal thickness at temperatures closer to solid-
melt equilibration where stacking order of crystalline lamellae
deteriorates, hampering the reconstruction of the layer structure
(hence the determination of crystal thickness) from one-dimen-
sional (1-D) correlation function.27,28 Furthermore, on the basis
of DSC and WAXS results, we have quantitatively determined
the crystallinity-corrected heat of fusion (ΔHf) for the twophases,
which in turn gives value of the fold surface energy (σe) from the
slope of the corresponding GT line. With these values of
thermodynamic parameters, bulk crystallization behavior of
sPS is discussed in definite terms.

Experimental Section

Materials. The syndiotactic polystyrene sample with weight-
average molecular mass Mw = 140 kDa, polydispersity of 2.4,
and high stereoregularity (>98% in [rr] triad content as deter-
mined from13Cnuclearmagnetic resonance spectroscopy)29was
obtained from theGrandPacific Petrochemical andwas purified
via precipitation of hot xylene solution into a large excess of
methanol. The samplewas thenmelted and consolidated under a
protective nitrogen atmosphere at 300 �C in a Linkman THMS-
600 temperature stage that was calibrated to within (0.5 �C
using benzoic acid, 2-chloroanthaquinone, and KNO3.

Table 1. Previously Reported Values (in �C) of Equilibrium Melting
Temperatures for sPSa

phase unidentified R phase β phase

reference HW GT HW NHW GT HW NHW GT

2 282 289
5 273 298 279 307
6 289 283
7 281 294 291 320
8 281 293
9 286
10 275
11 279

aHW: linear Hoffman-Weeksmethod; NHW: nonlinearHoffman-
Weeks extrapolation; GT: Gibbs-Thomson approach.
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Specimens containing purely β crystals were prepared in a
Mettler Toledo FP84 differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)
cell. After heated to 300 �C for 1 min to erase all previous
thermal history, specimens were melt crystallized under the
protective nitrogen atmosphere at a temperature Tmc chosen
between 244 and 258 �C for 10-60 min. Specimens containing
predominantly R crystals were prepared in a more elaborate
manner. After heating to 300 �C for 1 min, specimens were
quenched into ice water. The glassy specimens were then in-
dividually cold-crystallized at a selected temperature Tcc be-
tween 220 and 260 �C, for a period up to 90min before quenched
into liquid nitrogen. There existed some residual β phase (e13%
of all crystals) in the R-dominated specimens as determined by
means of wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS);30 effects from
these residual β crystals were corrected (by subtracting their
contributions to the melting endotherm of the R-dominated
specimen) to retrieve the thermodynamic parameters of the pure
R phase.

Simultaneous SAXS/WAXS/DSC. Simultaneous small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS),WAXS, andDSCmeasurements were
performed at the wiggler beamline BL17B3 of the National
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC).31 Speci-
mens ca. 1.0 mm in thickness and 6 mm in diameter were
respectively sealed in Al pans with Kapton windows ca. 2 mm
in diameter for the X-ray beam. The Al sample cell was then
placed in the cell holder of the Mettler Toledo FP84 instrument
modified for simultaneous SAXS/WAXS/DSC measurements,
as detailed elsewhere.32 With an 8 keV (wavelength λ=1.55 Å)
beam, SAXS and WAXS data were respectively collected using
2-D (200 � 200 mm2) and 1-D (200 mm) gas-type linear
proportional counters in a master-slave mode during heating
from 220 to 290 at 1.5 �C/min. Constrained by geometry of the
SAXS/WAXS/DSC setup, the corresponding sample-to-detec-
tor distances used for the SAXS andWAXS detectors were 2730
and 750 mm, respectively. This setup resulted in a limited
WAXS q-range of 0.8-1.5 Å-1 but a favorable SAXS q-range
of 0.006-0.25 Å-1. The scattering wavevector q � 4πλ-1 sin θ
(with 2θ the scattering angle) was calibrated under the same sPS
sample environment using silver behenate for SAXS and poly-
ethylene/tripalmitate/poly(ε-caprolactone) for WAXS. Fluor-
escence spectra from an iron sheet were used to calibrate the
pixel sensitivity of the SAXS and WAXS detectors; all SAXS
and WAXS data were corrected for sample transmission, back-
ground scattering, and detector noise. The SAXS data were
placed in the absolute intensity scale by use of a precalibrated
high-density polyethylene standard.

To better determine the crystallinity of the samples with
WAXS spectra of a wider q range, a separate set of simultaneous
WAXS/DSC experimentswere performed at theBL17Apowder
X-ray diffraction beamline of NSRRC with 9.34 keV (1.327 Å)
X-rays and aMAR345 2-D detector of 380� 250 mm2 imaging
area.

Data Analysis. Lamellar crystal thickness (lc) of the semicrys-
talline sPS was extracted with the 1-D correlation function γ1(z)

Fourier-transformed from the corresponding 1-D SAXS inten-
sity profile I(q) measured, using the procedures detailed in our
previous reports.30,33 Before the Fourier transformation, SAXS
data in the high-q region were corrected for thermal fluctuation
effects and extrapolated using the Porod-Ruland model,
whereas data in the low-q region were extrapolated with the
Debye-Bueche relation. Close to crystal melting, where the
lamellar structure significantly deteriorates, lc could not be
extracted reliably from γ1(z), as there was no clearly defined
crystal long period. In such case, crystal thickness of the
disordered crystal blocks was directly extracted from the form
factor scattering using the Kratky-Porod (KP) approxima-
tion27 that I(q) � q-2 exp(-q2lc

2/12) for slablike scattering
objects.34,35 The crystal thickness lc can be extracted from the
slope (= lc

2/12) of the corresponding KP plot of ln[I(q)q2] vs q2.
The KP approximation is valid within the range of π/R < q <
2π/lc, where 2R (.lc) is the lateral dimension of the slablike
entities.

The relative crystallinity Xc,WAXS was obtained from
the integrated intensity over the observed Bragg reflections
normalized by that over the whole WAXS profile. The sample
heat flow fromDSCwas calibrated with In/Pb/Sn and corrected
for the sample mass for the heat of fusion (ΔHf), which was
further normalized by Xc,WAXS for the specific ΔHf of the
corresponding crystalline phase. For the case of R phase, the
heat flow and Xc,WAXS measured from the R-dominated
samples were corrected for the contribution of the residual
β crystals.

Results and Discussion

Melting Line of the β Phase. Given in Figure 1 are
representative WAXS/SAXS profiles of a β-dominated spe-
cimen (melt crystallized at Tmc = 254 �C and hence denoted
as β-254) obtained during heating from 254 to 284 �C.
Without discernible contributions from the R form, the
WAXS profiles showed predominating presence of the char-
acteristic (040)β and (130)β reflections of the β phase at
q = 0.85 and 0.95 Å-1. Intensities of the two reflections
decreased clearly with increasing temperature above 265 �C
and faded into the background near 278 �C. Concurrently,
the DSC trace (Figure 2a) gave two melting endotherms
located respectively at Tm1,β = 268 �C and Tm2,β = 277 �C.
The first endotherm, usually located 10-15 �C above the
corresponding Tmc, is attributed to the melting of thinner
crystallites; the second endotherm corresponds to the melt-
ing of pre-existing thick crystallites or those thickened during
heating. Consistent with this interpretation, changes in the
corresponding SAXS profiles (Figure 1b and more clearly
presented in Figure 2b) demonstrate a significant low-q
shifting in the lamellar peak position (initially located at
q = 0.026 Å-1) after Tm1. Once heated above Tm2,β, the
lamellar peak (i.e., the layer structure) diminishes quickly,

Figure 1. Representative (a) WAXS and (b) SAXS profiles obtained during heating of specimen β-254 (melt-crystallized at 254 �C for 20 min) at
1.5 �C min-1 from 254 to 285 �C. Note the characteristic (040) and (130) reflections of the β phase at q = 0.85 and 0.95 Å-1, respectively.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma900384b&iName=master.img-000.jpg&w=420&h=123
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due presumably to the melting of the final, thick crystals. All
eight sets of SAXS/WAXS/DSC data for the β-dominated
specimens melt crystallized at Tmc = 244-258 �C (in 2 �C
intervals) behave similarly.

Given in Figure 2c are 1-D correlation functions γ1(z)
obtained from the SAXS profiles in Figure 1b, from which
temperature-dependent crystal thickness between 6.5 and 7.0
nm can be determined (see Figure 2a) below Tm2,β. Near
Tm2,β, however, the γ1 function starts to distort from the
typical shape of a well-behaved lamellar structure (e.g., the
case of 258 �C), and the situation deteriorates with the
quickly diminished lamellar peak (Figures 1b and 2b) in
the SAXS profile upon further increase in temperature.
For such case, the crystal thickness is more appropriately
extracted with the Kratky-Porod (KP) approximation

(Figure 2b). As shown in Figure 2a, crystal thickness values
determined from the conventional γ1 and theKP approaches
agree well at lower temperatures when both methods are
applicable. At higher temperatures where melting of thinner
interstitial crystallites results in disruption of lamellar arrays
before final crystal melting (near 280 �C), theKP approach is
superior to the 1-D correlation function in determining the
few final points of crystal thickness, which are crucial in the
determination of the equilibriummelting line: these few final
points correspond closely to solid-melt equilibration, as
further delineated below. Around 268 �C, lc shows a steplike
sharp increase to 7.5 nm at 272 �C and then remains approxi-
mately constant between 272 and 275 �C. Entering the main
endotherm at T > 275 �C, the average thickness of the β
crystals increases further to ca. 8.2 nm before final melting at
277 �C.There is generallyno significant thickeningprior to the
step increases in lc, and each steep increase corresponds to the
melting of either the thin lamellae (Tm1,β) or the thinner
population among the thick lamellae (Tm2,β). It hence
appears that the present case of sPS is closer to the bimodal
distribution model of Basset;36,37 contributions from
“continuous melting-reorganization during heating” are
insignificant in sPS even at a modest heating rate of
1.5 �C/min.

In Figure 3, the SAXS-deduced reciprocal crystalline
lamellar thickness (lc

-1) is plotted against the experimental
temperature (T) for all β-dominated specimens. At tempera-
tures far below Tm2,β (≈277 �C), diverse trajectories of the
eight specimens in theT-lc

-1 plane reflect the fact that these
crystalline lamellae are not in equilibrium with the melt:
there are increasingly higher populations of crystals with
Tm>Tmc asTmc is decreased from258 to 244 �C.The initials
of the trajectories (i.e., initial crystal thicknesses), however,
fall into a line, as that similarly observed by Strobl with
several other semicrystalline polymers.26 Such behavior as-
sociates closely with crystallization kinetics and is out of the
scope of current study focusing on thermodynamics char-
acterization. On the other hand, at temperatures higher than
Tm2,β, thin crystals have either melted away or thickened to
maintain near-equilibration with the melt. Consequently, all
the trajectory tails merge into a single envelope, representing
the melting line that extrapolates to Tm* = 306 ( 3 �C

Figure 2. (a) DSC heating trace (solid curve) for the β-dominated
specimen β-254, along with values of crystal thickness (scale given at
right) extracted from the 1-D correlation function and those from the
Kratky-Porod (KP) approximation. (b) SAXS data in the KP pre-
sentation are fitted with the KP approximation (solid lines). (c)
Representative 1-D correlation functions Fourier transformed from
the SAXS profiles of β-254 during heating.

Figure 3. Evolutionof crystal thickness (lc) with increasing temperature
upon heating at 1.5 �C min-1 for the β-dominated sPS specimens
isothermal crystallized at temperatures between 244 and 258 �C. The
melting line is fitted from final points of the eight trajectories. The
dotted line connects the eight initial crystal thicknesses.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma900384b&iName=master.img-001.jpg&w=224&h=457
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma900384b&iName=master.img-002.jpg&w=203&h=198
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(Figure 3) according to the Gibbs-Thomson relation Tm =
Tm*(1 - 2σe/lcΔHf). We note that this Tm* value for the β
phase is in better agreementwith those (particularly the value
of 307 �C obtained by Ho et al.5 where heating rate effects
were careful corrected) derived using Marand’s nonlinear
extrapolation scheme;5,7 in contrast, the conventional Hoff-
man-Weeks linear extrapolation gives significantly lower
estimates,2,5,7 as the assumption of constant lamellar thick-

ening coefficient is clearly inappropriate from the observed
evolution of lc here (Figure 2a).

Following the procedures detailed previously for the
correction of WAXS-determined crystallinity, we have
furthermore extracted an averagedΔHf,β=137( 6 J g-1=
146( 7MJm-3 for the β phase from the in situ DSC/WAXS
results of β-250 and β-255 specimens. Shown in Figure 4 is
the full-range room-temperature WAXS profile of β-255,
which corresponds to a relative crystallinity38 of ca. 27%.
With theseTm,β* andΔHf,β values, the fold surface energy of
the β phase σe,β = 26.8 ( 1.9 mJ m-2 is derived from the
slope of the melting line.

Melting Line of the r Phase. Four R-dominated specimens
(denoted as R-220, R-230, R-250, and R-260) were prepared
by cold crystallization of quenched sPS glass at 220, 230, 250,
and 260 �C, respectively. Simultaneously measured SAXS/
WAXS/DSCdata of these specimenswere similarly analyzed
as in the case for the β phase samples. Shown in Figure 5a-c
are representative traces obtained for R-220 upon a heating
process from 220 to 290 �C. In Figure 5a, intensities of the
characteristic (300)R and (220)R reflections of the R phase
start to decrease around 255 �C and recede into background
near 280 �C. Peak positions of the reflections remain the
same during the entire heating process without emergence of
β-related reflections (such as (040)β and (130)β in Figure 1a),
showing no signs ofR-to-β phase transition. The correspond-
ing DSC trace (Figure 5c) displays a hint of initial melting
around Tm1,R = 245 �C and more globally a broad melting
endotherm peaked at Tm2,R = 275 �C. Such a result is
attributable to widely distributed crystal thickness in the R
phase, presumably a consequence of nuclei formed at widely

Figure 4. Room-temperature WAXS spectrum of the β-dominated
specimen β-255, with the fitted reflections indexed. Note that the broad
amorphous halo is fitted as a linear combination of the two amorphous
profiles of the same specimen obtained respectively at 290 �C and at
room temperature after liquid nitrogen quenching from 290 �C.

Figure 5. (a) RepresentativeWAXS spectra of the R-dominated specimen R-220 during heating process from 220 to 290 at 1.5 �Cmin-1, with the two
signature reflections of the R phase, (300) and (220), located at q = 0.82 and 0.94 Å-1. (b) Corresponding SAXS profiles. (c) DSC trace and the
corresponding crystal thicknesses extracted respectively from KP approximation and 1-D correlation function. (d) SAXS profiles of the four R-
dominated specimens (isothermally crystallized at temperatures between 220 and 260 �C) at the final melting temperatures (as indicated). Dashed lines
correspond to the KP fitting.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma900384b&iName=master.img-003.jpg&w=183&h=178
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma900384b&iName=master.img-004.jpg&w=423&h=312
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different temperatures (and hence of widely different thick-
nesses upon further thickening/growth) during heating toTcc

for isothermal crystallization. Consistent with this interpre-
tation, Figure 5b demonstrates relatively broadened lamellar
peaks in the corresponding SAXS profiles, as compared to
that of the β phase (Figure 2b). Analogous to the case of β
crystals, as temperature reachedTm2,R and above, this broad
peak shifts quickly toward lower q values before disappear-
ance at ca. 280 �C. We note that the broad lamellar peaks
(covering a wider q range) lead to the slightly larger (by ca.
0.5 nm) lc values with theKP approximation, as compared to
that from 1-D correlation function (Figure 5c); with largely
diminished lamellar peaks at high temperatures, the final few
lc values are more accurately extracted with the KP approx-
imation (Figure 5d).

In the evolution of the crystal thickness of the R-220
specimen determined from the SAXS data via the KP
approximation (Figure 5c), there are no discernible changes
in lamellar thickness (lc ≈ 5.9 nm) below Tm1,R; lc shows a
steplike increase to 6.4 nm around 250 �C and then remains
approximately constant up to ca. 270 �C. Entering the main
endotherm at T > 270 �C, the thickness of the R crystals
increases steeply to ca. 7.5 nm before final melting at 280 �C.
Such two-step thickening in lc as marked by Tm1,R (245 �C)
and Tm2,R (275 �C) in Figure 5c, however, is not as clear-cut
as that observed for β crystals in Figure 2a, presumably due
to the polydispersity in crystal size as revealed by the broader
SAXS shoulder in Figure 5b and the highly broadened DSC
endotherm in Figure 5c.

Shown in Figure 6 are the observed changes of reciprocal
crystalline lamellar thickness (lc

-1) with temperature for
the four R-dominated specimens. The GT melting
line, determined from the linear envelope formed by the
final data points of the four specimens, extrapolates to

Tm* = 294 ( 4 �C, which agrees well with those obtained
by Ho et al.5 (298 �C) or Wang et al.7 (294 �C) using
Marand’s nonlinear extrapolation scheme. On the basis of
the crystallinity-corrected ΔHf = 79.3 ( 3.6 J/g = 81.9 (
3.7MJm-3 from parallel DSC/WAXS results (Figure 7), the
fold surface energy of R crystals is determined from the slope
of the melting line as σe,R=8.2( 1.8 mJm-2. Reflecting the
weaker thickness dependence of themelting temperature ofR
lamellae at temperatures below Tm2, this low value of fold
surface energy of the R phase as compared to the case of β
crystals (i.e., ca. 1/3 of σe,β) bears intricate implications to the
fold surface structure (to be discussed later).

We have stated previously that the purity of all the R-
dominated specimens used is better than 87% with some
residual β phase.4,38 Since the β phase melt slightly earlier
(1 or 2 �C) than theR phase samples (results of this study and
ref 17), the lc values measured at the final melting tempera-
tures of the four R phase samples between 279 and 281 �C
(Figure 5d) correspond solely to R crystals, so is the extra-
polated Tm* value. As for crystallinity-related thermody-
namic parameters of the pure R phase (Table 2), these are
deduced from R-dominated specimens with corrections for
the residual (e13%) β crystals; i.e., we have subtracted the
heat contributed by residual β crystals from the area under
the endotherm of each R-dominated specimen to obtain the
ΔHf value of the pure R phase.

Fold Energy. We note first that the much lower σe,R value
bears practical significance: it renders the formation of R
nuclei kinetically competitive at a large supercooling where
the critical lateral size rc for subsequent growth predomi-
nantly scales with σe. In comparison, the much higher σe,β
value renders the β phase more responsive to exter-
nally added heterogeneous nucleation agents such as nano-
clays39-42 or carbon nanocapsules.43

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent evolution of reciprocal crystal thick-
ness (lc

-1) for the four R-dominated specimens cold crystallized sepa-
rately at 220, 230, 250, and 260 �C. The GT melting line is determined
from the linear envelop formed by the final data points. The dotted line
connects the four initial crystal thicknesses.

Figure 7. Room-temperature WAXS spectrum of the R-dominated
specimen R-220 (cold-crystallized at 220 �C), with fitted reflections
corresponding to an overall 34% crystallinity respectively contributed
by R (29.7%) and β (4.3%) crystals. The fitted amorphous halo is a
hybrid of the two different amorphous halos obtained respectively at
290 �C in the melt state and at room temperature as a quenched glass.

Table 2. Thermodynamics Parameters of the r and β Phases of sPS
a

F (g cm-3) Tm* (K) ΔHf (MJ m-3) σe (mJ m-2) g (kJ mol-1) ΔSf (kJ m
-3 K-1)

R 1.033 567( 4 82( 4 8.2( 1.8 6.6( 1.4 144 ( 7
β 1.067 579( 2 146( 7 26.8 ( 1.9 20.4( 1.4 252( 12

a F denotes the density, Tm* the equilibrium melting temperature, ΔHf the heat of fusion, σe the fold surface energy, g the fold energy, and ΔSf the
entropy of fusion. Corrections were made to account for the residual β phase in the R-dominated specimens to deduce the parameters for the pure R
phase.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/ma900384b&iName=master.img-005.jpg&w=190&h=188
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To facilitate comparison at the molecular level, we extract
the fold energy g = σeA/nf for the R and β phases from the
corresponding values of σe (8.2 vs 26.8 mJ m-2), the unit cell
base area A (5.97 vs 2.53 nm2), and the number of fold nf
(4.5 vs 2), which result in gR = 6.6( 1.4 kJ mol-1 and gβ =
20.4 ( 1.4 kJ mol-1, the latter being comparable to that
(ca. 19 kJ mol-1) obtained by Chen et al.20 from growth rate
measurements (without specifying the phase, but likely the β
form in view of their experimentalTmc range of 236-244 �C).
Both g values are much lower than the broad and similar
range of estimates (45-90 kJ mol-1) for the two phases by
Napolitano and Pirozzi44,45 via extensive molecular me-
chanics calculations based on various schemes of adjacently
re-entered tight folds with different force fields. Neverthe-
less, the low g values observed are consistent with the TEM
observations23 that decorating polyethylene crystals are
randomly oriented on both R and β basal planes, indicating
that the folds are generally disordered. It is also consistent
with the limited crystallinity (ca. 27%) development even
after long-term isothermal crystallization. The disordered
folds can be either nonadjacently re-entered (hence more
switchboard-like) or loosely looped (hence more fringed
micelle-like). We would expect R crystals to be closer to the
fringed micelle end in view of the significantly lower density
(by 3%) and hence milder congestion in the basal plane. In
comparison, chain re-entry in β crystals would expectedly
correspond better to the random switchboard model, con-
sidering the extensive presence of packing disorder2 and
stacking faults.46

Relative Phase Stability. All the values of the thermody-
namic parameters obtained for the R and β phases are
summarized in Table 2. Shown in Figure 8 is the relative
phase stability diagram constructed based on the twomelting
lines of the two phases. The two lines intersect atTQ=284(
2 �C, with the corresponding crystal thickness lQ = 9.6 nm.
The temperature TQ can be regarded as a stability inversion
point where the relative thermal stability of the two phases
reverses. For crystals with thicknesses lc > lQ, the β form is
the stable phase; for crystals with thicknesses lc < lQ, the R
form is more stable. Consistent with this diagram, extensive
results of our transmission electron microscopic (TEM)
observations (over Pt-shadowed thin-film specimens isother-
mally treated at various temperatures) have indicated that

thick crystals (lc = 11-14 nm) are exclusively of the β form
whereas R crystals are usually thin (typically lc = 5-7 nm).
In the bulk specimens studied here, however, measured
thicknesses of the β crystals are comparable to those of R
crystals, implying stronger effects from chain entanglement
for β crystals in the case of bulk crystallization.

Comments on r-to-β Transformation. We start by re-
emphasizing that the alleged R-to-β transformation should
not be a solid-solid transformation in viewof the substantial
density difference between the two phases. The volumetric
strain induced by such transformation would eventually
inhibit the process.47 Should such a transformation occur
at all, at least some partial melting must be involved, as
suggested by Ho et al.23

According to the circumstantial phase stability diagram
of sPS in Figure 8, it is indeed correct (as assumed by Ho
et al.5,23) that β crystals aremore stable thanR lamellae in the
thick crystal limit (quantitatively specified here as lc > lQ ≈
9.6 nm). However, we have demonstrated that it is rather
difficult for both polymorphs to reach this critical crystal
thickness via bulk crystallization processes, in agreement
with previous TEM results of microtomed specimens of
bulk-crystallized samples.8,25 The absence of R-to-β phase
transformation in the previous XRD studies ofR-dominated
thick specimens in the temperature range of 240-270 �C by
de Rosa et al.24 and 250-286 �C by Su et al.17 may then be
conveniently attributed to the presumably limited crystal
thickness in bulk-crystallized specimens, which renders R
crystals circumstantially more stable. The case of phase
transformation observed with thin-film TEM specimens in
the follow-up studyofHo et al.23 cannot be directly related to
the present work of bulk specimens. Nevertheless, our own
TEM observations have indeed indicated frequent presence
of β crystals thicker than 10 nm in thin films, but it is hard to
identify whether any of the β crystals are transformed from
the R form.

As a final point, we should emphasize that the values of
thermodynamic parameters reported here and the discussion
above are all based on the GT lines obtained near solid-
liquid equilibration around 280 �C. These results should
more properly be related to the ordered R00 and disordered
β0 subforms according to our earlier high-temperature
WAXS study.17

Conclusion

Using simultaneous SAXS/WAXS/DSC, we have observed in
situ the evolution of crystal thickness for R and β crystals of sPS
upon slow heating. The Kratky-Porod approximation has been
successfully applied for determining the crystal thickness, espe-
ciallywhen the stacked lamellae structure largely deteriorates into
isolated lamellae as final melting is approached. The stability
inversion at the crossover point (TQ, lQ

-1)= (284 �C, 0.104 nm-1)
of the twomelting lines unambiguously defines the circumstantial
metastability of the two phases. The high nucleation rate of
fringed micelle-like R crystals at low temperatures (high super-
coolings) and their reluctance to thickening are originated from
the low basal surface energy. In contrast, the β phase is hard to
eliminate during bulk crystallization due to its higher Tm,β* and
ΔHf,β, hence stronger driving force toward crystallization,
whereas the higher basal surface energy σe,β renders β crystals
more sensitive to externally added heterogeneous nucleation
agents. While thermodynamic parameters quantitatively deter-
mined in this work provide a strong basis for general discussions
of the phase behavior and the specific assignment of relative
phase stability in bulk-crystallized sPS, issues in kinetic details of
nucleation, growth, or lamellar thickening remain to be ad-
dressed in the future.

Figure 8. Circumstantial phase stability diagram constructed based on
the two GT melting lines of the R and β phases, which are determined
from the final crystal thicknesses of the four R- and eight β-specimens,
respectively. The two lines intersect at TQ = 284 ( 2 �C (horizontal
dotted line) and lQ

-1 = 0.104 nm-1 (vertical dotted line).
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